Where To Start
On Your
Passwordless Journey:
A Use Case Guide

The world is going passwordless. What does
it mean for your business?
Usernames and passwords will soon be a thing of the past. This outdated technology is no longer
secure, which is why many organizations have adopted two-factor authentication (2FA) utilizing SMS,
one-time passcodes (OTPs) and hardware tokens. Unfortunately, these 2FA solutions are burdensome
to the user and often circumvented, leaving organizations at risk.
Removing usernames and passwords from the user experience mitigates the risk of common threats
such as phishing and keylogging, and improves usability, making authentication fast, simple and even
more secure.
According to Gartner, by 2022, 60% of large and global enterprises, and 90% of midsize enterprises
(MSEs), will implement passwordless methods in more than 50% of use cases.

Where do you start?
Most companies know they need to adopt passwordless authentication and improved identity verification
to mitigate risk, streamline the user experience, and reduce costs. The challenge lies in knowing where to
start in order to deliver rapid value.
Leveraging our real-world experience with companies, we have gathered the top use cases, segmented
by the audiences they serve – employees and customers.

“By 2022, 60% of large and global
enterprises, and 90% of midsize
enterprises will implement
passwordless methods.” — Gartner
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Use Cases for Employees
Employee Authentication to Business
Applications, VPN and SSO
CISOs are responsible for the security of dozens of business applications that are used by corporate
employees; from cloud-based SaaS applications to on-premise legacy systems. Employees expect to
be able to securely access these applications at any time and from any location, be it from the office,
home, or even another country.
Even with an SSO in place that consolidates the logins for many of these applications, there still remains
a handful of credentials for every employee to use. And coupled with the poor user experience, it’s no
surprise that employees commonly forget or mis-type their credentials. This problem has become so
acute, that between 30%-50% of all Help Desk tickets are now related to password resets and account
lockouts leading to lost time, money and productivity.
Trusona enables employees to quickly and easily log in to any application without remembering or typing
any credentials or OTPs. Trusona integrates with the most common enterprise applications, VPNs and
SSOs to make employee authentication fast, simple and more secure.

IT Help Desk Employee Authentication
A company’s IT Help Desk is typically comprised of a centralized
team tasked with supporting the IT needs of employees across the
organization. Using social engineering techniques, rogue actors
can call the Help Desk imitating an employee in order to access
corporate data or resources. With such incidents on the rise, a more
effective approach is needed.
Trusona provides Help Desk support agents with the ability to
pro-actively notify the employee via their registered smartphone,
directly from within their service desk application, to confirm that
they are the ones actually making the call.
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Use Cases for Customers
New Account Opening
Businesses in the industries of financial services, telecommunications, insurance, healthcare and utilities
need to ensure that with the opening of a new account the customer really is who they say they are. This
moment of first contact is critical in the customer lifecycle for both security and compliance reasons, yet
current approaches are highly vulnerable to fraud.
With Trusona, businesses can offer their customers a digital account opening experience using their own
government-issued ID which is scanned and validated to confirm its authenticity. By integrating with
3rd party verification services, such as AAMVA’s U.S. Driver’s License Data Verification Service (DLDV),
Trusona enables businesses to accelerate the account opening process as well as increase the adoption
of their mobile apps by no longer requiring customers to create and manage account credentials.

Customer Authentication
Almost every business today provides their customers with multiple digital
channels to access their products, services and account information. These
channels commonly include a web site and mobile app and require logins
based on user credentials, PINs and knowledge-based authentication. From
a user perspective, these are not only inconvenient and error-prone, but
inconsistent and frustrating.
Trusona provides a consistent experience for customers to quickly and easily
log in to any digital channel without remembering or typing any credentials or
OTPs, making authentication fast, simple, and more secure.
Recognizing that customers frequently need to reset their passwords
— either because the account has been locked or the username/password
has been forgotten — businesses can use this event as a catalyst for
promoting passwordless authentication to ensure it never happens again.
Trusona enables this capability both within the business web site as well
as within their branded mobile app (via an SDK), which increase customer
loyalty and mobile adoption.
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Call Center Authentication
A company’s Call Center remains a popular channel for customers to access their products and services
and account information. Unlike online digital channels, the Call Center remains largely unprotected
and vulnerable to fraudulent activity via social engineering techniques, enabling scammers to access
confidential customer information that can be used to commit unauthorized transactions and identity
theft. With such incidents on the rise, a more effective approach is needed.
Trusona provides Call Center support agents with the ability to pro-actively notify the customer via their
registered smartphone, directly from within their Call Center application, to confirm they are actually
making the call.

▶

Try Trusona’s passwordless authentication now:
trusona.com/try
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About Trusona
Trusona is the pioneer and leader in passwordless multi-factor authentication. Stolen or weak passwords
are responsible for over 80% of breaches, and Trusona’s mission is to thwart cybercrime by eliminating
them from the user experience. Over 200 organizations, including some of the world’s largest financial
services and health care companies, rely on Trusona’s solutions.
Trusona was founded in 2015 by cybersecurity expert Ori Eisen, is funded by Kleiner Perkins and M12
(Microsoft Ventures) and advised by Frank Abagnale, renowned fraud prevention expert, and the
subject of Catch Me If You Can.
For more information, visit www.trusona.com.

